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The Christian Life of England in the Olden Time is here depited,
through several centuries, from its earliest dawn, in its contrasted
lights and shadows, down to " the morning star of the Reformation."
The Druid is first introduced in converse with the Jew and the Chris-
tian. The Two Martyrs of Verulam fall within the period of the
Roman domination, full fifteen hundred years ago. The fortunes of
an Anglo-Saxon Family are briefly sketched through three genera-
tions. The contests of the Saxon and the Norman, and their different
traits, are vividly portrayed, in the time of the Crusades. And few
tales are more interesting and instructive than that in which Cuthbert
narrates his experience in the Order of St. Francis and his illumina-
tion by the " Everlasting Gospel " of Joachim, and Cicely relates
how Dr. Wycliffe, of Oxford, ministered to her spiritual needs and
insight.

" The undeniable charm of these sketches consists in their simple, truthful adhe-

rence to the spirit and traits of these olden times. The author has been a diligent
student of the literature, and through the literature, of the very life of the epochs.

This is revealed in many skilful touches of art, in incidental allusions, apt citations,

"and graphic descriptions of scenes and persons. But more than this is her rare gift

of tracing the workings of the human soul in its needs and aspirations, its human
love, its divine longings. The permanent religious wants, which remain the same
under all varieties of external fortune, are so truthfully set forth that the Past be-

comes a mirror for the Present."-Dr. Smitl's Introduction.
"The various fads and legends of Christianity are told in this book in a style of

romantic fascination. It is an unusually entertaining and readable work."-Newe
York Evening Post.

"The author carries us back into the midst of events and scenes, wakes up the

dead actors and makes them live again, ail we see not the history, but the living
men that made the history."-Evangelical Refository.
"*" We do not know where to look for a book that combines such beauty of style,

such charming simplicity and variety of expression, with such sweetness, of spirit.

It iill of beauty, and everywhere pervaded with a loving, catholic spirit."-Hari.
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